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Message

E D I T O R ' S

As the crisp red, yellow and orange hues of autumn begin to color the landscape in broad
brush strokes, another harvest is under way. Grapes become wine and AWS members
meet in Rochester, NY to become reacquainted with old friends, make some new ones,
and harvest a wealth of wisdom about the world of wine.
The 44th Annual AWS Convention has returned to its roots and we devote two articles
in this issue to the subject. One provides a concise summary of this year’s convention,
which promises to be bigger and better than ever. The other details an historic account
of a Finger Lakes “surprise,” which could change the way you think about the evolution
of New York wineries.
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to provide value-added options for AWS members seeking high-quality wine at affordable
prices.
This issue’s travel piece focuses on the wines of the Balkans. Contributor Bill Wilen
went on an Elderhostel tour in May 2010 and came back with a fascinating tale of winegrowing regions that, in some cases, date back to the Romans. Bill, of course, drank wine
along the way and has some excellent recommendations for some lesser-known easternEuropean varieties.
Winemaking consultant Wayne Stitzer puts us in a holiday mood with his piece titled,
Great Wine and Grandma’s Apple Pie. Sugar and spice, it would seem, makes everything
nice, but even the best recipe requires a little extra something.
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Founder
Konstantin Frank

The AWS is the largest consumer based wine education organization in the U.S.
A non-profit group, the AWS is devoted to educating people on all aspects of
wine. Its members include wine novices, experts, grape growers, amateur and
professional winemakers, chefs, wine appreciators, wine educators, restaurateurs
and anyone wanting to learn more about wine and gastronomy.

AWS Activities

AWS Chapters: Local community groups of AWS members sponsor programs,
usually monthly. Activities include: tastings, dinners, lectures, picnics, winery
tours, winemaking and cooking demonstrations, viticulture conferences, amateur
wine-judging events, and other wine-related social events. Guests are welcome and
novices have nothing to fear. Chapters are self-supporting, so expect a nominal
charge to attend a tasting, dinner, etc. If a local chapter does not exist in your
area, national will be glad to assist in forming a chapter. AWS furnishes a chapter
manual, suggested meeting topics, and access to speakers and reference material.
All that is needed are a few interested wine lovers. Meeting can be informal and
held in member’ homes or in other settings, such as restaurants and wineries.
AWS Regional Events: Organized by regional vice-presidents, include statewide
wine judging, contests, special tastings, regional wine conferences, regional picnics
and dinners.
AWS National Conference: Held each fall—a two and one-half day national
conference and extravaganza of wine. Attendees become part of a tradition that
has drawn wine-lovers, winemakers and gastronomes together every November
for over 40 years. Prominent American and international speakers conduct
seminars and lectures on all aspects of wine appreciation, wine production, grape
growing and cuisine. Members experience fine food at connoisseur luncheons and
dinners, tastings of hundreds of wines and royal treatment by the finest American
hotels and resorts. The annual conference brings professionals, serious amateurs
and novices together to discover what is new in wine.
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Bill drinking the super spicy Bermat wine at the Museum
of Beekeeping and Wine Cellar in Fuska Gora, Serbia

hen you associate the concept of culture with the Balkans you usually think of a collection of countries in
south central Europe with different nationalities and religions. Their wine cultures don’t readily come to mind. After
all, the Yugoslavian civil wars of the 1990s
are strong remembrances, especially since
the U.S. was militarily involved and that
the international search for war criminals
continues. The growing wine cultures of
the five Balkan countries I recently visited are a source of pride especially since
indigenous grape varieties are popular
among local people. These varieties also
have potential for extended world recognition as viticultural practices and wine
making techniques improve.
I traveled through Montenegro, Croatia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia and Slovenia
over an 18-day period as the focus of an
Elderhostel tour in May 2010. In addition to the emphasis on history, culture
and politics, I made it a point to iden06
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tify local wine varieties recommended in
the literature and taste them with fellow
travelers. While I tasted many average
wines, I also tasted several outstanding
ones that I would readily recommend to
others who are planning to venture forth
to this beautiful, exciting and, to some
extent, still troubled part of the world.

MONTENEGRO
Although Montenegro is better known
for its grape brandy, the most respected
and recommended red wine is made
from the Vranac grape – “a red grape
which gives intense, deeply colored varietal wine capable of developing a really velvety texture if aged correctly for
three or four years” (Robinson, 2006,
p.450). Quite interesting is this grape’s
relationship with one of our country’s
best known varieties - “DNA profiling
at Zagreb in 2001 suggested a parentoffspring relationship with Primitivo,
better known in California as Zinfandel”
(Robinson, 2006, p.759).

UNESCO Heritage Mostar Bridge
over the Neretva River in Herzegovina    

We spent a wonderful couple of days
touring Montenegro’s absolutely beautiful Adriatic coastline around Herceg
Novi by boat and visiting the old town
sections of several small towns near the
coast. In Kotor, we had a little free time
and I found a market area with a small
wine store. The 2006 Plantaze Vranac,
Pro Corde, attracted my eye since we
had a Plantaze Vranac the night before
with dinner at our hotel. The phrase “Pro
Corde” was an addition to the label and
the proprietor said that it meant “extra
special.” I paid 1.25 euros for a small .2
liter size bottle, which was considerably
less than the 4.50 euros I paid for the
same size bottle in the hotel restaurant.
Both the hotel clerk and tour guide later
translated the label on the back of the
bottle for me. It said that the wine was
good for your health, had vitamins and
minerals in it, was naturally made but
with special technology, and was good
for your blood. In addition, it helped
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with preventing cancer and viruses, reduced cholesterol, lowered blood pressure and prevented heart attacks. Have
you ever read a more positive report on
the medicinal aspects of red wine?
I had the Vranac with dinner and found
it to be quite good but only slightly better than the not-so-special version. It
seemed to have a more pronounced berry nose and taste, it was slightly smoother, and its finish seemed a little longer.
While my fellow traveler, Ed, thought it
had the flavor of currants, Eva, our local guide, thought she found the flavor
of Camembert cheese in the nose. We
had it with an exceptionally good dinner
– crème garlic soup, chicken liver pate,
and a popular Balkan meat dish, plaeskavica, which Eva described as a mixture
of meats depending on what is available,
along with fried potatoes. This was certainly an “extra special” way to start my
Balkan wine adventure!

CROATIA
Before the civil war broke out in 1991,
both Croatia and Slovenia were the major producers of wine in the Balkans and
had large export markets in Germany and
Britain (Forrestal, 2001). During the war
many Croatian vineyards were destroyed
when land mines were planted (Stevenson, 2005). One of the best known reds
is the Plavac Mali grape which is produced all along the Dalmatian coast – It
“produces wines high in tannin, alcohol,
and color which can age well” (Robinson,
2006, p.532). Dingac was mentioned by
several sources as one of the best labels.
Robinson also mentioned another potential connection with California Zinfandel – “DNA profiling at Davis provided
evidence that Plavac Mali, once suspected
of being identical to Zinfandel, is a natural crossing between it and Dobricic, an
ancient Croatian variety cultivated near
Split” (Robinson, 2006, p. 533).
We took a day trip from Montenegro to
Dubrovnik, Croatia, to explore this scenic
and famous walled old town whose history reaches back to the Romans. After
americanwinesociety.org

Bob, one of my fellow travelers, and I had
walked the top of the wall surrounding
old town in the blistering heat we were in
search of a cold beer. I spotted a vinotek
(wine bar) and talked to the proprietor
about Plavac Mali. She reinforced what I
had read about the connection it had to
Zinfandel and recommended the highly
regarded, Dingac. I paid 35 kuna (about
$7) for a small .2 liter bottle – NV Dingac
Plavac Mali. I shared it with fellow travelers George and Mitsy that night, over
a dinner of chicken covered with cheese
and tomato pieces along with a currants
and crème dessert.
The Plavac Mali was dark red with berries
and cherries in the nose and on the palate along with some plum flavors. Mitsy
thought she got some leather in the nose. It
was full-bodied (14 percent) and relatively
smooth even with some tannins. It was
excellent! Too bad I only had such a small
bottle to share with my friends as we talked about our hobbies and favorite theater
plays. I had another Plavac Mali on a subsequent night with a grilled fish dinner but
it was not as good – lighter in color and
body but with some cherries in the taste
and nose; it seemed more like a Gamay.

BOSNIA HERZEGOVINA
Bosnia-Herzegovina is not known as a
strong wine-producing area, primarily
because of its Muslim traditions. But
one of the recommended wines is a white
indigenous grape, Zilavka. It is known
for its high alcohol levels and refreshing
acidity - dry and pungent, fruity, with a
faint apricot flavor (Johnson, 2008).
Our day was long with a 3-hour bus ride
from Split, Croatia, that included an extended stopover and lunch in Mostar,
which is a beautiful town on the Neretva
River. The most famous feature of this
medieval town with a rich Turkish history is the bridge separating the different
nationalities. It had been destroyed during the civil war but then rebuilt in its
original style. My major Balkan souvenir
was a painting of a modern depiction of
this bridge.

Dinner of lamb kabobs, chicken and sausage with
Kameno Zilvaka and Gangas Blatino wines in
Sarajevo, Bosnia

We had just arrived in Sarajevo, and after a quick check-in at the hotel, we met
for dinner. My table of fellow travelers
decided to get a bottle of Zilavka that I
had found on the menu. We first had the
2004 Gangas Zilavka. It was fruity in the
nose with an apples and pears taste and
had crisp acidity like a dry Riesling. It
had a medium finish. We agreed it went
well with the buffet food we had. While a
small orchestra was playing ethnic music,
Walter suggested we get another bottle. I
selected a different label at a cost of 40
marks (about $36). The 2005 Zlatina
Dolina Zilavka had minimal fruit in the
nose, probably because it was served a
little too cold. But the taste made up for
it. I got some pineapple on the palate and
found it to be very smooth which we all
agreed was its best quality. Dancers in ethnic outfits performed for us to the music
of the orchestra. As the Zilvaka warmed
up we got apricot in the taste. It was 12
percent alcohol and cost less than the
Gangas we had earlier. What a wonderful
way to start our Bosnia-Herzegovina visit
- good food including chicken and squid,
and ethnic music and dancing.
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SERBIA
Most Serbian vineyards were unaffected
by the war, which mainly was fought in
Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina unti

the confluence of the scenic Danube and
Sava rivers. Then we went to the Fruska
Gora region to visit the Museum of Beekeeping and Wine Cellars. No, I am not
imagining such a combination of tour-

peel. I could imagine this being served as
a delicious dessert in itself. It was at 17.7
percent alcohol. Then we were served a
red, 2009 Bermet, which was an exceptionally sweet red with 20 spices, none of
which I could identify. I don’t think they
were the same combination of spices
served in the white Bermet. The alcohol
was also at 17.7 percent.
It was obvious that both dessert wines
were the hit of the tasting and many of
my fellow travelers bought bottles to
take home. I bought the red to share
with my wife and have as a dessert on
some special occasion. The cost was the
equivalent of $7 in dinars. Visiting a Balkan vineyard during our tour was a special treat, especially one having such an
unusual and famous local wine.

SLOVENIA

Sign going from Dubrovnik, Croatia to Sarajevo, Bosnia

the Kosovo conflict erupted in the late
90s. Most of my sources said that one of
the best wine grapes is Prokupac, which
dominates the vineyards and is produced
in a light fruity style. But my interest was
in an unusual wine that I had read about
and is produced as a dessert wine, the
grapes of which are grown in one of the
oldest viticultural areas of Europe, Frusca Gora. This region was originally developed into vineyards by the Romans.
The wine is Bermet and it is the region’s
“authentic wine” according to a booklet
on Serbian wines.
Bermet was exported to the United States
150 years ago. According to some documents, it was even included on the Titanic’s wine list. “Bermet is an exceptional
liqueur wine, much like the Italian vermouth, but produced in a different way –
through maceration of 20 different herbs
and spices” (Wine Routes of Serbia, p.9).
We traveled from Belgrade, where we
were staying for several nights, to Novi
Sad, which is a small medieval town at
08
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ist sites! We were told by the museum
guide that the beekeeping museum was
founded in 1770 after the owner, a professor of psychology, had self-cured his
tuberculosis by going into the wilderness
and completely covering his body with
beeswax. Strange but supposedly true!
While thinking about this unusual story, we toured through the wine cellars.
Afterwards, we tasted a variety of wines
made mainly from traditional European
varietals: Italian Riesling, Chardonnay,
Merlot and Cabernet Sauvignon. Recent
vintages of these wines were served and
this hindered a more positive evaluation. I was surprised we were not served
a mead wine keeping with the story of
the museum. But, then came this region’s and winery’s specialty – Bermet.
We were served a 2008 Zivanovic Cellars
Bermet, which was a very sweet white
with 20 spices, according to the label,
although none were named. It was a delightful surprise and quite pleasant. The
only spice I could identify was orange

Slovenia has the oldest Balkan wine culture, dating back to the Celts and Romans
in the 4th B.C. and today, it is the most
prosperous. It was the first of the Balkan
countries to declare its independence in
1991 and was the least affected of the
former Yugoslavian countries by the civil
war. “Slovenia is the rising star among the
winemaking countries of the Western Balkans” (Stevenson, 2005, p. 427). It “shares
grape varieties and wine styles with neighboring Austria, Croatia, and northern
Italy” (Forrestal, 2001, p. 418).
The two quality grapes mentioned most
often are Ribula, which is the Slovenian
name for the white Italian grape Ribulla,
and Teran, which is a sub variety of Refosk, which is related to the red Italian
grape, Refosco. “Teran is a rich, robust,
acidic red. The red soil…gives the dark
red wine a violet shade, a special taste and
makes it rich with lactic acid and minerals. No wonder that many people still
praise it as a natural medicament” (Ryan
2009, p. 43). Movia was mentioned as
the best known Slovenian winery and it
releases only the mature vintages of its
best wine (Johnson, 2008).
We traveled to Slovenia after revisiting Croatia, this time touring through
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Sign for “horse burgers” in Ljubljana, Slovenia

Zagreb, its capital, and hiking through
the breathtaking Plitvice Lake National
Park. We settled into a hotel close to the
old town section of Ljubljana and, while
on a walking tour, I noticed the sign for a
small wine bar, Movia Vinoteka. Another member of our group, Wil, had asked
me for my opinion on selecting a wine
that he wished to give to his daughter.
Knowing that Movia is a recommended
wine brand, we wandered over to the
vinoteka the next afternoon to do some
tasting. Fortunately we arrived at a good
time with no one else present except the
recently university-graduated server who
poured wine and very willingly provided
answers to all our questions.

I also tasted a 2006 Dereda Teran, which
is a Refosk, produced in the Primorska
wine growing region. It was quite good
with its berries nose and blackberry
taste, but a little tart. The best Refosk
I had was with dinner the last night
I was in Ljubljana. Nancy, one of my
fellow travelers, and Les, her husband,
and I decided to dine at a restaurant I
had found along the Ljubljanica River
flowing through old town. I picked this
restaurant because it was outdoors, the
menu was in English, and the restaurant
served Refosk by the glass as its house
wine. This non-vintaged house wine had
a deep purple color with a berries nose
and taste. It was very smooth and had
a medium finish. It went perfectly with
the fillet of foal I had (yes, this is fillet
of young horse!) served with dried tomatoes and balsamic vinegar, with grilled
polenta, which I was told was grilled
corn pudding. The foal tasted like a pot
roast. What a great final evening, spent
conversing with friends and having an
excellent local wine with an unusual
meat dish. This was another story to add
to my wine culture and food collection.

CONCLUSION
The tour provided ample opportunity
to expand my knowledge and eliminate
some stereotypes about these diverse cul-

tures. Since one of my foci was learning
about indigenous wines, I enjoyed this
experience with a wine glass in hand at
every opportunity I could manage, including most dinners that fortunately
favored local cuisine. I tasted a variety
of other indigenous wines during my
tour, including Krstac in Montenegro,
Posip and Grasevina in Croatia, Blatina
in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Prokupac in
Serbia, and Beli Pinot in Slovenia, along
with some traditional European varieties. The wines I reported on here were
commented upon favorably by wine experts and, for the most part, I was able
to validate their claims. It was an exceptionally pleasant educational wine experience in most every respect. Cheers! N
References:
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Wine Routes of Serbia. Belgrade, Serbia: National Tourism Organization of Serbia, 2008.

I tasted several wines and thought the
Merlot would be best since his daughter
enjoys this variety. My favorite, though,
was the 2006 Movia Rebula. The color
was deep gold and I thought that it must
be oxidized but she said it was typically
the color of Rebula. I found some fruitiness in the nose and subtle stone fruit
flavors in the taste including a little almond. I got some oak in the finish and
was told this was Slavonian oak. Slavonia is an area that crosses into Italy and
Croatia. The flavor was subtle but the
Rebula was very smooth. This was clearly
the best white I had tasted on the tour
and one of the best overall.
Our Lady of the Rocks Island in the Bay of Kotor, Montenegro
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AWS Returns to its Roots
for 2011 Conference

ROCHESTER

					by Jim Rink

For many years, Rochester, NY was the de facto address for the
American Wine Society (during Angel Nardone’s tenure as executive secretary). And it was in 1967, near Hammondsport,
NY that a group of some two hundred wine enthusiasts gathered
at Dr. Konstantin Frank’s vineyard on Keuka Lake for the AWS’
initial meeting. So it seems fitting that the 2011 National Conference (Nov. 10-12) is returning to Rochester and New York,
back to the future and better than ever.
During this year’s conference, Fred Frank, president of Dr. Konstantin Frank Vinifera Wine Cellars will provide the inside story
on the early days of AWS and the 50th anniversary of his winery.
Peter Mondavi Jr. will also be on hand to present a library tasting
of Charles Krug Vintage Select Cabernet, going back to 1966!
The wines of Chianti Classico will sponsor a lunch and the wines
of the Finger Lakes and the rest of New York state will sponsor
the Welcome Reception.

Editor’s Note: Visit the “Conference” page at
www.americanwinesociety.org and check out the
pre-conference tours and wine dinners.
Conference attendees can also look forward to the usual (as
well as the unusual) in wine seminars, tastings, food and wine
pairings, competitions and special excursions. Eric Miller, for
example, last year’s Award of Merit winner and winemaker at
Chaddsford Winery, will present Dirty Little Winemaking Secrets, featuring the “liberties” and techniques used by modern
winemakers. On the food front, Chef David deMercado will
demonstrate how you can make artisanal quality bread at home.
Witness a “wine duel” between the Maryland and New Jersey
wine industries. And The Wines of Texas Are Upon You in this
fascinating wine tasting seminar featuring the wines of, you
guessed it, the Lone Star state, which is currently the 5th largest
wine producer in the U.S.
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down by the riverside

The Erie Canal

The 44th annual conference hotel is the beautiful Radisson Hotel Riverside in downtown Rochester and many sessions will be
held at the Rochester Riverside Convention Center across the
street. With a picturesque setting along the Genesee River in
downtown Rochester, the Radisson offers comfortable accommodations and exceptional service. The hotel features spacious
rooms and suites ideal for business and leisure travelers. Guests
enjoy a heated outdoor pool, a sauna, a Fitness Center and complementary wireless Internet access. AWS members who stay at
the Radisson will enjoy a special conference rate of $129 per
night and parking for overnight guests in complimentary. Nearby attractions include Blue Cross Arena, Frontier Field, Downstairs Cabaret Theater, George Eastman House, Seneca Park Zoo
and the Rochester Museum and Science Center.

a kodak moment
According to the City of Rochester, in 1803, three Maryland
businessmen, Col. Nathaniel Rochester, William Fitzhugh, and
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Charles Carroll, visited the ruins of an old lumber mill and,
recognizing its potential, agreed to purchase the 100-acre tract
for $1,750. The land continued to sit idle for several years until
Colonel Rochester returned to survey it and begin selling lots in
1811. This marks the birth of the village that would come to be
known as Rochesterville and later the City of Rochester.
		
The city has many notable moments in its past (it was home
to black abolitionist Frederick Douglass and William “Buffalo
Bill” Cody), but probably one of the biggest was the very first
Kodak moment. In 1888, George Eastman began selling his first
Kodak camera, in Rochester. According to the city’s interactive
timeline, “Eastman had begun experimenting with ways of simplifying the photographic process. In 1880, he patented a process for creating dry glass plate negatives and a year later formed
the Eastman Dry Plate Company. Another breakthrough came
in 1884 when Eastman invented the roll film that the Kodak
camera would use. The first Kodak sold for $25 and came loaded
with enough film to take 100 pictures.”
		
For more photo opportunities, visit George Eastman House at
900 East Avenue near the downtown business district.

on the cayuga wine trail
In the heart of the Finger Lakes, just over an hour from Rochester if you take the freeway, is the Cayuga Lake Wine Trail, which
offers a unique blend of award-winning wines, scenic waterfalls
and local gourmet eateries. In support of the conference, the
Cayuga Wine Trail is offering AWS members free tastings and a
10-percent discount on a wine purchase of 11 bottles or less, or
a 20-percent discount on a case or more.
		
The Cayuga Wine Trail -- the first organized and longest running wine trail in the United States -- is large in scope, with 16
wineries (there are other wineries that are not “official” members
of the trail), 20 restaurants, 45 accommodations and 20 attractions, which include a goat dairy, alpaca farm, an art trail and a
glass and natural history museum. Wineries include: Americana
Vineyards, Bellwether Hard Cider, Buttonwood Grove Winery,
Cayuga Ridge Estate Winery, Cobblestone Farm Winery, Goose
Watch Winery, Hosmer Winery, King Ferry Winery, Knapp
Winery, Long Point Winery, Lucas Vineyards, Montezuma
Winery, Sheldrake Point Vineyard, Six Mile Creek Vineyard,
Swedish Hill Vineyard and Thirsty Owl Wine Company.
		
According to the New York Wine and Culinary Center, the
number of wineries in New York surged following the 1976 passage of the Farm Winery Act, which made it easier for small wineries to enter the business. Additional laws that support the wine
industry, combined with advances in cold-climate viticultural
techniques, have vaulted New York wines onto the world stage.
Today, New York is the third largest wine producing state in the
country. The number of wineries in the state jumped from 63
in 1985 to over 250 today, and is expected to continue to grow.
americanwinesociety.org

Frederick Douglass - Susan B. Anthony Memorial Bridge

		
Visitors to the Center, located conveniently on the Cayuga Wine
Trail, will find a tasting room, restaurant, bar and exhibit hall.
The $7.5 million facility, completed in 2006, also provides cooking classes and year-round events with support from the agriculture industry, culinary and wine businesses as well as state and
federal governments. In August, the Center hosted a Rendevous
with Riesling, a celebration of New York’s signature wine varietal. Other typical offerings include Chef ’s Table: The Ultimate
Couples Class and a “knife skills” workshop.
		
If time does not permit a side trip to the wine trail, be sure to sign
up for Paul Brock’s seminar, Trends in the Finger Lakes Wine
Industry. Brock, an instructor of viticulture and wine technology at Finger Lakes Community College, will discuss industry
developments including: single vineyard Rieslings, new varietals
in the region, newly released hybrids and alternative packaging.
		
One package that AWS members won’t want to miss is the 44th
National Conference in Rochester; with a wealth of educational
seminars, wine tastings, awards, dinner, dancing and drinking,
conference organizers assert it will be a homecoming to remember, with many Kodak moments. N

Editor’s Note: If you are planning on renting a car
as part of your conference trip, don’t forget that the AWS
and Avis have partnered to provide special discounts on
your next car rental.Use your AWS Avis Worldwide
Discount Number S671300 to save up to 25 percent.
___________________________________________

ONLINE RESOURCES

Cayuga Wine Trail - www.cayugawinetrail.com
New York Wine and Culinary Center - www.nywcc.com
George Eastman House - www.eastmanhouse.org
Dr. Konstantin Frank Vinifera Wine Cellars - www.drfrankwines.com
Radisson Hotel Rochester Riverside - www.radisson.com/rochester-hotel-ny-14604/nyroches
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I’ve had many pleasant, wine-related surprises since moving to New York’s western
Finger Lakes region in 1964. Certainly
high on my list of these surprises are
those connected with learning about
an almost-forgotten log-cabin pioneer,
Samuel Warren, who came to this region
as a 19-year-old in 1816.
The first of these surprises was to read
in an out-of-print book of local history
that Warren had made the first wine in
our county (Livingston), in 1832, and
operated a winery for decades – just a
mile from my home in the Town of York,
across the Genesee Valley from SUNY
Geneseo. His sons, Josiah and Harlan,
operated the winery and conducted the
other family businesses in York after
their father’s death in 1862.

wine production in the Finger Lakes.
Often repeated since Ulysses P. Hedrick’s
monumental 1908 work The Grapes of
New York, the usual story asserts that
commercial wine production in the
Finger Lakes region began in 1860 near
Hammondsport with the founding of
the Pleasant Valley Wine Company to
deal with serious overproduction of
grapes grown for the fresh fruit market.
The usual story didn’t square with what I
read about Warren in Mary Root's History of the Town of York, Livingston County.
She indicated not only that Warren’s first
vintage was in 1832, but, surprisingly, that
his York wines were known from the Atlantic to the Pacific by about 1853. Yet accounts by wine writers made no mention
of Warren and locals with whom I spoke
had no idea there had been a
winery in York!
I did some digging in old
newspapers and found an
1864 ad for Warren's wines,
wrote a couple of articles for
local papers and gave a talk
or two about Samuel Warren,
talked with Leon Adams and
a few others about what I'd
read, but nothing remarkable
happened until 2005.

Casa Larga Winery

I subsequently encountered the usual
story of the beginnings of commercial
12
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When I mentioned in passing to our new county tourism director, Lisa Burns, that the first winery in

the Finger Lakes was probably in “our”
county, she made it unmistakably clear
that this was a matter of more than passing interest. If Warren’s winery was the
first in the Finger Lakes region, it would
surely enhance efforts in marketing tourism in the western Finger Lakes. We
needed firm information.
With Lisa on hand, in November 2005,
I gave a talk to the Town of York Historical Society, inviting members to
join in researching Samuel Warren’s
York Wines. In the course of the talk I
mentioned where Warren had lived, and
emphasized that – contrary to the usual
story – Warren's winery in our town may
well have been the first commercial winery in the Finger Lakes region.
Historical Society members joined in,
especially Jane Oakes, whose interest
and training have led to her mining 19th
century local newspaper advertisements,
results of county fair competitions, nursery catalogs, and other primary source
material from Warren's era. This material had not been drawn upon by Hedrick,
nor subsequent writers on the history of
wine in New York. Hence that persistent
omission of Warren.
Another surprise: Less than a week after
that November 2005 talk, Society members learned that the modest, still-rural
1830s Warren family homestead (with
its unusually deep stone cellar and wide
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door to the outside) had just become
available for purchase from a non-profit
organization to which it had been recently bequeathed. Within a year, the Society,
which had been renting space to meet,
had managed to purchase the very significant Warren site for its “new” home.
During our first open house, conducted
a few weeks after closing on the Warren
homestead, Cornell University librarian
at New York's Agricultural Experiment
Station at Geneva, Marty Schlabach,
surprised us all by bringing a photocopy
of an 1836 ad for Warren’s wines. This
was solid evidence that Samuel Warren
of York, NY, was marketing his wine
long before the 1860 founding of Hammondsport’s Pleasant Valley Wine Company. So much for the usual story.
Just as surprisingly, that ad had appeared
in an issue of the New York Evangelist,
and it appeared alongside ads for temperance hotels! Clearly, Warren, a devout
Christian but no teetotaler, had planted
grapes with the intent of making and selling wine for communion, with the temperance movement already under way.
Although not the first successful commercial wine producer in the United States,
Warren was – surprise - the first in New
York. Warren's 1836 ad in the New York
Evangelist shows that Warren's production is to be regarded as first in New York.
Wine historians Thomas Pinney and
Hudson Cattell have confirmed to me
that the newly uncovered 1836 advertisement requires this re-writing of the beginning of New York State's wine history.
Further reading in Pinney’s A History of
Wine in America strongly suggests that
Warren's achievement is even more remarkable, because it preceded any other
successful commercial production in all
of New England and New Jersey. The
surprising Samuel Warren!
As the Town of York Historical Society
looks to restore, maintain and responsibly
develop its prized birthplace of New York’s
wine industry, our small, all-volunteer
group has received other helpful surprises.
americanwinesociety.org

Seneca Lake Vineyards

We decided to select a line of superior
commercial wines produced by Finger
Lakes wineries – wines based on such heritage grapes as the Warrens grew in York
– and have them marketed so as to benefit
the Society. I conferred with Dave Peterson, General Manager of Swedish Hill,
Goose Watch, and Penguin Bay wineries,
who said the idea was feasible, but that it
would be crucial to find someone to sell
the wines of what we'd call The New York
Heritage Collection.
Exactly two days later I found myself
seated across the table at an AWS Rochester Chapter wine tasting from first-timers
Bob and Paula Valeri. Bob and Paula had
recently created their own distributorship, BDL Wines Inc. On hearing about
our project, they offered to distribute The
New York Heritage Collection, keeping
retail prices low yet including a $1 per
bottle donation to the Society, handling
remittances and the like, Did I say surprise? Check www.YorkWines.org for
The Collection and a summary of the
surprising York Wines story.
It was also surprising to learn that wines
we chose for The Collection, using double blind tasting by regular folks, were
also highly regarded by certified wine
judges. And a bigger surprise: one of
the native American wines we chose,
the Goose Watch Diamond (we call it
Miner's Diamond) even tied for the best
white wine of the show in the very large
July 2008 Long Beach CA Grand Cru

competition – a native American ahead
of virtually all those fine white vinifera
wines, judged by West Coast judges!
Another surprise: Dan Mullin, General
Manager of Geneseo's historic Big Tree
Inn, on hearing about the Warren story
and the Society's projects, asked me how
he could help. We couldn't turn down
such an offer, and in October the Big Tree
Inn sponsored, at no cost to the Society,
a fully-subscribed benefit dinner to unveil
The New York Heritage Collection. Dan
and his staff carefully chose foods that
paired very nicely with the fruity wines of
The Collection. And – surprise - Dan has
decided to place these wines at the top of
the Tree's substantial wine list!
Could you surprise us? We'd be very
pleased to hear from potential angel
donors interested in supporting our
historical Society's challenging plans to
restore, maintain, and develop our landmark site - the Birthplace of New York's
wine industry. There remains $15,000
on the Warren Homestead mortgage.
Estimates are being invited for the long
brick-paved, arbor-covered, historically
informative grape walk lined with those
19th century heritage grapevines. Gifts
to the Town of York Historical Society,
a 501(c)3 charity, are tax-deductible.
Angel donors will receive substantial recognition! Please contact me at GCox8@
rochester.rr.com. N
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Many people new to winemaking, or those making the move
from the home cellar to a commercial venture, look at the process as though it were a recipe, trying to find a formula that will
work the same way every time. They come to me looking for
some magic answer that will cover all their quality issues.
Winemaking is a process; there are steps involved that are usually
followed in the same approximate order each time, but this does
not make it strictly a recipe of measured amounts mixed together

to get the same results. That’s because there
are too many variables involved to be boxed
in tight to standards of measurement.
Instead, each step requires analysis
and understanding of the direction you are heading and the
outcome you wish to achieve. Hemming yourself in leaves out
the variation that comes from imagination and inspiration,
which helps to make a great wine.
So what does all this have to do with Grandma’s apple pie? Well,
think back to your youth as the holidays were approaching and
the family was making plans for that big dinner together, with
visions of sugar plums, and other food items, dancing in your
head. Yes, you were still going to be stuck at the kids’ table again,
but you knew someday you would move up. The places are set,
the food is cooked and the people start to arrive, but all you can
think about is Grandma’s pie. During dinner you smell the faint
aroma of apples and spice as the baked pies cool on the back
counter. You start to fidget in your seat as the empty plates are
collected and the tables are cleared. So, the coffee is brewing and
everyone is setting back easy in their chairs and all you still want
is pie. Finally, after all the fuss and waiting, a big slice of moist
apples and crust heads your way and it’s all you expected it to be.
You savor every last crumb. Somehow, the holidays would not be
the same without Grandma’s apple pie.
Alas, as all good things come to pass, so does Grandma. The
sadness is eased only by the thought that she left behind a dusty,
faded little card that contains the recipe for her apple pie.
14
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Grandma may be gone, but her legacy lives on. Someone else
will get a turn at the accolades after the big dinner. Time goes
by and soon it’s the holidays again. Everything is in order, the
dinner is cooked, the family is gathered and the pies are cooling
on the back counter. The tables are being cleared and you once
again are fidgeting in your chair in anticipation of the savory
taste you have known forever. The pie is served, all is quiet.
Everyone is eating but somehow it’s not the same; it’s not just
Grandma that’s missing --the pie just doesn’t taste the way you
remember it. Your mother and aunts swear they followed the
recipe step by step and even with that, it’s not Grandma’s pie.
So another holiday comes and goes and although the pie is good
there is still something different, if Grandma got it the same year
after year why can’t we?

By Wayne Stitzer

The answer lies not with the dusty old recipe card, but with that
certain touch, that extra little pinch or maybe that extra dash of
heart that was never written down but still somehow found its
way into the holiday apple pie. Whatever that intangible ingredient was, it went with Grandma. Now you are all left with finding your own magic ingredient to make the dinners what they
used to be. Eventually that too will come to pass.
So what happened in that kitchen that you didn’t know about?
Well, Grandma knew that every year the apples she picked for
the pie were a little different than last year and the year before.
She could tell by the smell and taste that a something extra needed to be added or maybe something else needed to be cut back.
Yes, she faced a challenge each holiday but never disappointed.
In winemaking, every grape harvest is both a challenge and a
gamble. Until the grapes actually arrive at your door you will
never know exactly what you have or how it will turn out. We
can plan ahead, make our harvest lists, order our yeast and other
magical goodies, but it’s the juice and must analysis results that
will point the direction to go. Some adjustments may be needed
this year that weren’t required last year. Sugar levels may be a
little low or maybe way too high, affecting the potential alcohol.
The acid may be flat and need more to balance that pH, and
these are just some highlights.
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Grandma was making that pie for a long, long time. Do you really think she needed that dusty little card to remind her of what
she needed to do?
Today, we have helpful products we didn’t have years ago, but
winemaking still comes down to knowing what to do with what
we have at hand. If we all could choose the perfect growing conditions and be guaranteed the best results, then anyone who
could make a good cup of coffee could make a great wine. How
many times have you had a bad cup of coffee? And coffee only
has two main ingredients.
The best wine I ever tasted was described to me as “a winemaker
lived at the winery wine.” I took those few words to heart and
think of them every time I work at the process.

Be prepared to change course at the last minute, learn to trust
your own tastes and judgments. You know what you want as a
finished product; your friends and customers have come to depend on it. Each year they will anticipate your new wines; they
will fidget in their chairs as the corks are pulled, and the wine
is poured. To give them
what they expect each
About the Author:
time you have to be able
WAYNE STITZER is a wineto adapt to the condimaking consultant, a frequent
tions. Your friends and
guest speaker and contributing
customers will be happy
writer. He can be found at
once again, and Grandwww.winemakinghelp.com.
ma will be smiling down
on you. N

King George (Virginia) AWS members tour and taste in Tuscany
(l-r): Lee Buchanan, Laurie Buchanan, Allan Adkins, Kerry Adkins, Paul Lefeave,
Theresa Lefeave, Scott Such (Chapter Chair), Julie Such, Dave Loudin, Kathy
Loudin, Jerry Gibson, Denise Gibson, Richard Church and Diane Church.

Tell him the dinner party was last night? Are you kidding?–
Look at the bottle of wine he brought!
Doug Pike is the author of Gone With The Wine and The Grapes of Laugh, available from Amazon.

americanwinesociety.org
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by Ellen Landis

Patianna Organic Vineyards
2009 Sauvignon Blanc
Mendocino County, California

Gruet Winery
Sauvage NV Blanc
de Blancs, New Mexico

Gorgeous floral and herbaceous aromas lead
to the lively entry that unfolds brightly and
fills the palate with juicy melon, grapefruit,
freshly picked peppers, and enticing grassy
notes.
Refreshing and skillfully balanced
with mineral notes and lively acidity extending brilliantly through the zesty finish.

Delightfully aromatic, this sparkling wine will
send any occasion into a celebration with its
yeasty, citrus blossom notes captivating the
senses. The stream of tiny bubbles are never
ending, and the grapefruit and crisp Gravenstein apple flavors accented with lemon zest
that delight the palate hang long and memorably throughout.

Food pairing: Pasta primavera with
fresh garlic, olive oil and herbs
SRP: $15.99
www.patianna.com

Food pairing: Fresh cracked crab
SRP: $17
www.gruetwinery.com

MV Vineyard and Winery
2008 Malbec
Dorado Canyon Vineyard,
Fair Play, California
Tantalizing earthy, black fruit aromas lift from
the glass and lead you into a wide spectrum of
black cherry, wild berry, plum, licorice, allspice
and toast notes mingling with ease and broadening fully on the palate. Rich, deep and complex with tannins galore (suggesting plenty of
age worthiness); a beautifully crafted Malbec.
Food Pairing: Rib eye steak with
demi-glaze sauce
SRP: $35
www.mvmillervineyards.com

Clouds Rest Estate Vineyards
2008 Femme Fatale Pinot Noir
Sonoma Coast, California

Silkwood
2007 Satin and Silk Petite Sirah
Stanislaus County, California

Intoxicating essence of forest floor and cherries on the nose mesh evocatively with wild
mushroom, cherry cola, licorice and smoky
notes that burst out with a kaleidoscope
of flavors on the palate.
Oh so elegant
and impeccably balanced with bright acidity, silky tannins and a memorable finish
which further enhances this superb package.

Power and elegance merge beautifully with
this stunning Petite Sirah that lures you into
the glass with its dense plummy, spicy aromas.
The purity of dense blackberries and plums is
enhanced by notes of allspice and caramel,
and the texture is rich and velvety smooth.
The deft handling of quality oak (distinctive
Tonnellerie Meyrieux Fils French barrels) truly shines through in this well-crafted, classy
Petite Sirah.

Food pairing: Grilled pork chops with
a fresh mushroom dice
SRP: $45

Food pairing: Pork Tenderloin with
blackberry compote

www.cloudsrestpinotnoir.com

SRP: $59

Rich Gilpin
2009 Chardonnay
Santa Cruz Mountains, California
Captivating toasty oak and cinnamon flecked
applesauce on the nose make way for the luscious mouth full of fresh Pippin apple slices
sautéed in butter, baking spices and a subtle
sprinkling of herbs. Richly textured and well
balanced with an enticing kick of lemon drops
on the lingering finish.
Food pairing: Prawns with a lavender
infused cream sauce
SRP: $30
www.lavenderridgevineyards.com

www.silkwoodwines.com
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Los Galanes
2010 Airen
La Mancha, Spain
The most widely planted grape variety in La
Mancha, Spain; this is an impressive Airen that
really makes a statement with its floral, bright
aromatics. Not at all shy, the fresh squeezed lime
and crisp pear flavors give this lively wine a razor
sharp focus and it remains dramatically expressive through the clean, pleasing finish.
Food pairing: Scallop ceviche
SRP: $7.99
			
www.lamanchawines.com
					
La Follette
2009 Sangiacomo Chardonnay
Sonoma Coast, California
Crafted from vineyards in the Petaluma Gap
region, this stylish Chardonnay showcases citrus tinged apples, tropical fruit and a hint of
florality on the nose which remain consistent
on the palate. Burgundian in style with minerally, flinty notes and a lovely freshness, finishing with a flair.
Food pairing: Grilled chicken with
lemon thyme

Sojourn Cellars
2009 Rodgers Creek Vineyard
Pinot Noir
Sonoma Coast, California
Provocative mushroom and red cherry notes
wow the nose and really capture the essence of
this variety. Velvety smooth, deeply layered and
beautifully balanced with red cherries, black
raspberries, a hint of truffles and accents of anise
and spice sumptuously filling the mouth, finishing strikingly with impressive length.

Stunning aromatics full of honeysuckle blossoms and fresh herbs beckon you into the
glass and there is plenty more to enjoy when
the spice infused lychee fruit dances across the
palate. Pleasingly dry with just a tad bit of
residual sugar, this Gewurz is expressive and
lively with a finish that delivers uplifting acidity.

Food pairing: Portabella mushrooms
stuffed with wild rice

Food pairing: Moo Shu Pork with
spicy plum sauce

SRP: $48

SRP: $20

www.sojourncellars.com

www.foursightwines.com

Fenn Valley Vineyards
2010 Semi Dry Riesling
Lake Michigan Shore, Michigan

Bedrock
2010 Abrente Albarino
Carneros (Napa), California

Wet stone and citrus aromas fill the nose and
make way for a brilliant mouthful of juicy,
crisp red apples, minerality and lemon notes
intertwining deliciously. Lean, fresh and expressive with a nice lift of acidity on the gratifying finish.

Opens brilliantly with inviting aromas of a
fresh picked white flower bouquet. Refreshing and light on its feet, enlivening the palate
with flavors of fresh stone fruit sprinkled with
citrus and racy acidity playing off one another
pleasurably. A perfect aperitif and also a winner with shellfish.

Food pairing: Thai chicken curry

SRP: $29.99

SRP: $12

www.lafollettewines.com

www.fennvalley.com
				

Adam Puchta Winery
NV Traminette
(from the southern edge
of the Hermann AVA), Missouri
Honeysuckle and tea spices wow the nose and
the juicy sweet stone and tropical fruit notes
explode like fireworks in the mouth, creating
a dazzling array of peach, pineapple, kiwi and
tea box spices weaving a masterpiece of palate pleasing flavors. Clean and vibrant with a
pretty balance of fruit and acidity.
Food Pairing: Spicy spring rolls
SRP: $12.99
www.adampuchtawine.com

Foursight
2009 Gewurztraminer
Anderson Valley, California

Stolpman
2009 Originals Estate Syrah
Santa Ynez Valley, California
Alluring aromas of bacon sizzling on the grill
are simply irresistible. Dive in and find the
meaty, bacon note surrounding a solid core of
juicy dark berry fruit and a healthy dash of
pepper spice. Full bodied and mouth filling
with its dense fruit, rich texture and firm tannins, finishing with subtle toasty oak notes.

Food pairing: Savory shellfish stew
SRP: $20
www.bedrockwineco.com			
Holly’s Hill
Petit Patriarche
Sierra Foothills, California

SRP: $38

This remarkable blend of 70 percent Grenache,
17 percent Counnoise, 5 percent Mouvedre,
5 percent Syrah and 3 percent Petite Sirah is
both elegant and lively with its fruity aromas
and fruit driven core of fresh raspberries, sweet
cherries and ripe, juicy strawberries nicely accented by allspice and pretty floral notes.
Round and mouth filling with meticulous balance and perky with its uplifting finish.

www.stolpmanvineyards.com

Food pairing: Coq au Vin

Food Pairing: Bacon wrapped filet mignon

SRP: $20
www.hollyshill.com
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Bel Lago Vineyard and Winery
2009 Auxerrois
Leelanau Peninsula, Michigan
Delicate, elegant and full of verve, this elegant
wine pleases the nose with its herbal and citrus
tones and a touch of minerality. On the palate flavors of almonds, bright lemon-lime and
crisp pear playfully frolic on the palate, injecting vitality and leaving you feeling refreshed
and satisfied.
Food pairing: Sole Meuniere
SRP: $12.99
www.bellago.com
Edwards Vineyard and Cellars
2007 Petite Sirah
Ramona Valley, California
This full bodied Petite Sirah aged for three
years in 50 percent American/50 percent
French oak greets the nose invitingly with
black and red berries that remain constant on
the palate where juicy blackberries, wild berries, baking spices, well integrated oak and
vanilla bean blend harmoniously with a touch
of fresh mint. Deep and full bodied, and the
delicious melding of fruit and spice simply
sings through the expressive finish.
Food pairing: Hearty Beef Stew

Londer Vineyards
2008 Kent Ritchie Vineyard
Chardonnay
Sonoma Coast California
Mouth-watering pear and a touch of spice
greet the nose and leave you joyfully revelling
in the aromas. Well-built and deftly balanced
with citrus laced pear, baking spices, mineral
notes and toasty oak dancing melodiously
across the palate; focused and clean through
the lip-smacking finish.
Food pairing: Halibut with yogurt lime sauce
SRP: $39

		

www.londervineyards.com
The Crossings
2010 Awatere Sauvignon Blanc
Marlborough, New Zealand
Incredibly aromatic with fresh herbs, citrus
and a hint of florality drawing you into the
glass. Upon entry the alluring minerality, wet
stone, grapefruit and kiwi interlace with the
herbaceous notes and enliven the senses fully.
Finishes with an enticing fresh lime zest lift.
Food pairing: Fresh shucked oysters
SRP: $13			

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Ellen Landis, a published Wine Writer, Certified Sommelier and Wine
Consultant, is involved with many aspects throughout the world of wine.
As Wine Director and Sommelier at
Landis Shores Oceanfront Inn (Half
Moon Bay, CA), which she co-owns
with husband and chef Ken Landis,
she coordinates and hosts wine events
to help further educate wine aficionados. She was also a Sommelier at the
Ritz Carlton for 4 years. Ellen has
traveled extensively to many wine regions throughout North America and
overseas. Visit her blog at www.ellenonwine.com.

www.thecrossings.co.nz

SRP: $28
www.edwardsvineyardandcellars.com
			
Bodegas Ostatu
2010 Blanco Consecho
Rioja, Spain
This tasty blend of 90 percent Viura and 10
percent Malvasia showcases distinctive aromas
of flowers, lime peel and fresh picked herbs that
blend harmoniously with the honeydew melon
and green apple flavors on the palate. A pleasing touch of grassiness and vibrant acidity adds
dimension; finishes clean and bright.
Food pairing: Chicken breasts stuffed
with herbed cheese

Miraflores Winery
2008 Botricelli
Lake County, California
A heavenly blend of 80 percent Semillon 20
percent Sauvignon Blanc, this sauterne-like
beauty is viscous and rich without being cloying. The bursts of acidity streaming through
the swirling rich flavors of honey, apricots,
caramelized nuts, and baked pears keep the
wine lively and clean from start to finish.
Food pairing: Candied nuts and
Roquefort cheese
SRP: $40
www.mirafloreswinery.com

SRP: $14
www.tedwardwines.com
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WINE TIED WITH BEER AS TOP DRINK CHOICE

AWS WINE JOURNAL

NEW OR
NOTEWORTHY

by Jim Rink

For only the second time in two decades, wine ties beer as the top
choice when U.S. drinkers are asked whether they most often drink
liquor, wine, or beer. Gallup now finds nearly as many U.S. drinkers
naming wine (35 percent) as beer (36 percent), while liquor still
registers a distant third at 23 percent.

U.S. IS LARGEST WINE CONSUMING NATION
Gallup continues to document strong demographic differences in
drink preferences, particularly along gender, age and socio-economic
lines. Nearly half of male drinkers, 48 percent, say they most often
drink beer, followed by liquor at 26 percent, while 51 percent of
female drinkers prefer wine. This pattern is consistent with prior
years, although the preference for beer is down slightly among both
groups compared with 2010. Older adults tend to prefer wine, while
-- despite the recent decline among young adults -- the plurality of
younger and middle-aged adults favor beer.

USING WINE AS SUNSCREEN?
Scientists at the University of Barcelona and the Spanish National
Research Council may have given consumers new reasons to drink
wine. The researchers recently discovered that a compound found in
grapes and wine can help protect skin cells from damaging ultraviolet
radiation.

In a recovering but still fragile economy, wine shipments into U.S.
trade channels climbed to nearly 330 million cases in 2010, marking
a record high for the industry, according to Gomberg, Fredrikson &
Associates, a wine consulting firm. After wine consumption declined
again in France, the U.S. surpassed France as the largest wine
consuming nation in the world.

“The key behind the study is compounds called flavonoids. They work
at the molecular level to stop the chemical reaction that kills skin cells,
protecting them against UV rays,” says dermatologist Seth Forman.
“Since UV radiation from the sun is the leading cause of skin cancer,
these findings can affect millions.”

California wine shipments to the U.S. market rose by 2.9 million cases,
or 1.5 percent, to nearly 200 million cases. In addition, California
exports overseas recovered, growing 4.4 percent. Imported wines
once again grew at a faster rate than American wines, expanding by
nearly 4 million cases, or 3.9 percent, to approximately 105 million
cases shipped into trade channels.
According to Nielsen Co., Chardonnay was the best-selling varietal in
the United States last year, with $2.03 billion in revenue, followed by
Cabernet Sauvignon with $1.38 billion.

americanwinesociety.org
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The study, first reported by the UK’s Daily Mail and published in
the Journal of Agricultural and Food Chemistry also suggests that
grapes could prevent premature aging. Other studies suggest that
wine makes you smarter, keeps you thinner, is good for your heart
and can reduce cell damage from diabetes, stomach ulcers and even
some cancers.
GOVERNOR SIGNS LEGISLATION BOOSTING
NEW YORK WINE INDUSTRY
According to the New York Farm Bureau, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo
recently announced that he has signed legislation to significantly
reduce the regulatory burdens placed on farm wineries by the State
Liquor Authority (SLA). This bill would implement several of the
recommendations made by the New York State Wine Grape Task
Force in its December 2008 report to the Commissioner of the
Department of Agriculture and Markets.
“This bill is a huge boost for wineries across the state. Reducing the
regulatory burdens on farm wineries will allow them to continue to
thrive as a key tourism, agricultural, and economic engine for our
state. I want to thank Commissioner Aubertine, Senator Young
and Assemblyman Schimminger for their dedication to this bill,”
Governor Cuomo said.
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The bill gives farm wineries the ability to operate up to five branch
stores. While farm wineries can currently operate up to five "satellite
stores," under existing law those stores must obtain separate licenses
and are subject to the same off-premise restrictions imposed on
package/liquor stores. The new law also clarifies the ability of farm
wineries to provide and/or utilize custom crush services for purchasers
of New York grapes, thereby encouraging smaller vineyards to enter
in the industry, which in turn will foster rural economic growth.
New York wineries have been able to ship directly to consumers in
other states since 2005, but needed to produce a very costly, time
consuming and underutilized report. This legislation now requires
them to maintain reports on-site and provide them to SLA only upon
request.
The law no longer requires the state's wineries that manufacture less
than 1,500 gallons of wine annually to apply for a separate microwinery license; rather all farm wineries will have the same license,
with micro-winery licenses continuing to cost $50 annually. N
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Classifieds
TOURS
La Dolce Vita Wine Tours.
Explore the wine regions of Italy, Spain
and Portugal. Sample the best of Barolo,
Brunello, Amarone, Super Tuscans, and
Rioja's new wave. Also, wine and
walking combos in the Cinque Terre,
Alps, Tuscany and Sicily. Small groups,
private tastings, reasonable prices.
888-746-0022; www.dolcetours.com

GRAPES AND SUPPLIES FOR SALE
Winemaking Supplies at Fall Bright,
10110 Hyatt Hill, Dundee, NY 14837.
(607) 292-3995; www.fallbright.com
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